
privacy lounge

Cáav



Cāav is a series of lounge furniture and 
workspace enclosures that provides focus, 
efficiency and choice in open environments.

meet Cáav

CASUAL.
PRIVATE.



all in
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CĀAV

SINGULAR FOCUS
Privacy Lounge

escape from distractions at 
the primary workstation
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CĀAV

SINGULAR FOCUS
Desk Pod

escape from distractions at 
the primary workstation



cozy
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CĀAV

TEAM HIDEOUT
Media Booth Privacy Lounge

replace conventional meeting 
rooms with a compact, 
comfortable media booth
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CĀAV

CONVERSATION STARTER
Modular Privacy Lounge

arrange privacy lounge in any 
configuration, making room for 
the whole team
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CĀAV

CONVERSATION STARTER
Modular Privacy Lounge

entice teams to gather and 
connect with modular lounge
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CĀAV

FLOCK TOGETHER
Modular Privacy Lounge

multi-level seating options 
are perfect for casual 
presentations around the 
media console
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CĀAV

RESIDENTIAL COMFORT
Freestanding Lounge

bring the easiness of home
into your space with soft 
seating and curved lines
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CĀAV

WITHOUT BOUNDS
Sectional Lounge

remove barriers and socialize 
with your pals 



From focused work to group collaboration, 
Cāav supports a diverse array of activities 
with casual, comfortable style.
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CĀAV

PRIVATE ESCAPE
Upholstered privacy panels, 
hoods and screens provide a 
break from distractions.
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CĀAV

CASUAL COMFORT
Soft, residential-style seating 
makes Cāav a desired 
destination.
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CĀAV

CASUAL COMFORT
Overstuffed foam and a 
generous seat encourage an 
array of relaxed postures.
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Rounded design details 
invoke a soft, comfortable 
vibe while wood components 
add warmth.

ottoman wood legs

tablet

upholstery

CĀAV

DETAILS
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Casual upholstery techniques 
with intentional waves and 
wrinkles complement the 
organic, relaxed nature of the 
design.

The level of wrinkles and 
waviness will vary based on 
fabric selection. Lighter weight 
fabrics will have a false welt 
with less structure and volume 
in comparison to heavier 
fabrics.

organic welt trim

upholstery upholstery

CĀAV

UPHOLSTERY DETAILS
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CĀAV

ACCESSORIES
Moveable hooks and 
markerboads, along with 
compact power units 
provide the support you 
need, where you need it.

markerboard

power

hook



CĀAV

JSIFURNITURE.COM
Find more resources at
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